
These are three words that you have come to expect when you open a bag of Jack’s fertilizers. Introducing 
Jack’s Nutrients; a collection of formulas that gives you choices that work for many di�erent controlled 
environments without the hype or confusion of extravagant names and crazy labels. Jack’s makes quality 
fertilizers with quality nutrient sources.  See the di�erence our products can make on the crops that you are 
growing.

The Jack’s FeED line is comprised of complete nutrient formulations. Everything your plants need for 
each stage, from start to �nish. 

Fe
ED
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FORMULA

5-12-26
Part A 

An improvement on the classic "Part A" formula for general vegetative growing. 
This redesigned blend is built with purely soluble and available nutrients to allow 
the grower maximum �exibility. Speci�c balance of macro, secondary and 
micronutrients delivers an e�cient combination of nutrients suitable for many 
di�erent growing environments and crop types.

Product # 79031 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79030 25 lb Bag 

FORMULA

12-4-16
For the Purist in you. This one part nutrient blend is designed for crops grown in 
very low alkalinity waters such as reverse osmosis (RO) water, rainwater, and 
distilled water. Formulated utilizing the innovative raw materials to reduce pH 
crash while delivering all the nutrients essential for vigorous plant growth.

Product # 79041 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79040 25 lb Bag 

FORMULA

15-5-20
Allow your plants to drink up this formula designed to provide all the macro, 
secondary and micro nutrients in a one-part system. Speci�cally formulated for 
tap, city or well water types with slightly higher alkalinity and pH. This combina-
tion of nutrients will lower pH over time while including the extra soluble calcium, 
magnesium, and the right balance of micronutrients.

Product # 79051 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79050 25 lb Bag 

FORMULA

10-30-20 
Bloom

Need a boost of �ower power? Our 1:3:2 major nutrient ratio has been trusted by 
Jack's professional growers for over 70 years. This soluble and available nutrient 
combination stimulates blooming, resulting in heavy bud and fruit set. 

Product # 79061 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79060 25 lb Bag 

Soluble. Available. Consistent.

FORMULA

6-6-26
Low Phos

Part A 

A unique formula designed to deliver lower phosphorus levels into any growing 
program. This new introduction is part of our Jack’s Part A series designed to be 
interchangeable with other Part A’s to hit a more realistic phosphorus target when 
growing many di�erent plants in various environments. Jack’s Part A 6-6-26 will 
replace and/or complement any two part growing system paired with typical 
calcium content from a Jack’s Part B by ensuring consistent N, K and micronutrient 
levels as you expect in our typical Part A 5-12-26.

Product # 79221 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79220 25 lb Bag 

FORMULA

8-10-26
Strawberry

Part A 

Designed to deliver targeted nutrition speci�c for Strawberry production. This 
unique formula combines speci�c macro, secondary and micro nutrients at a low 
constant feed rate in conjunction with our Jack’s Part B for the calcium source. 

Product # 79211 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79210 25 lb Bag 



Here at JR Peters Inc. you will �nd the highest quality and truly soluble nutrients blends on the market. How can we say that?  
Because we are here watching over every step of the process - from research and formulation design in our small batch lab, 
through the intense qualifying of the purest raw materials according our QC standards, to our long-time employees watching 
over each handcrafted batch on our blending lines.  

We are more than a company, we are a family of passionate, plant loving people. We care about our 
crafted products and about our customers.  

To learn more, give us a ring at 866-522-5752 or visit us online at jrpeters.com.
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The Jack’s Boost line is all the little extras your plants may need. Do you need calcium, extra micros, 
or extra iron?  These supplements and more are found in the Jack’s Boosted Line.

Fe
ED

FORMULA

5-50-18
UltraViolet

Get ready for a serious boost of available phosphorus. The primary goal of this 
formula is to assist in shutting down the strong vegetative growth stage of the 
plant and stimulate a switch to the reproductive or �owering phase of plant and 
�ower development.  

Product # 79011 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79010 25 lb Bag 

FORMULA

7-15-30 
Finish 

You've always been told to �nish strong. This formula is ideally formulated for this 
purpose to provide your plants with a very low nitrogen, high phosphorus and 
very high potassium content to keep the whole plant happy to the end of its crop 
cycle.

Product # 79021 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79020 25 lb Bag 

FORMULA

15-0-0
Cal Nit Part B

An essential "Part B" provides a very soluble and available source of calcium in a 
two-part nutrient system. Contains very pure and completely available calcium 
and nitrate nitrogen nutrient sources.

Product # 79081 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79080 25 lb Bag 

FORMULA

15-6-17
Clone

Like a shot gun start for your new plants - this formula will help promote strong 
and fast root growth and expansion. Best used for fertilizing young seedlings, 
transplants, clones, and newly set rooted cuttings.

Product # 79071 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79070 25 lb Bag 

© Jack's Nutrients

TRUSTED BY PROFESSIONAL GROWERS SINCE 1947

FORMULA

EPSOM
SALT 

Behold, a nutrient supplement backed by science.  One of life’s original “salts”, the 
Mg + S in our Jack’s Nutrients Epsom had made it through extensive quality 
testing to ensure the lowest amount of heavy metals possible – so that you know 
that when you are adding a boost of Mg + S, you can be sure that is what you are 
getting – and nothing else. Magnesium and Sulfur are known for their greening 
e�ect in plant growth with both ions central to chlorophyll production. 

Product # 79161 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79160 25 lb Bag 

FORMULA

18-8-23
Outdoor 

Yep that’s right, a nutrient blend speci�cally tailored for outdoor hemp and 
cannabis production. The research team at Jack’s has a real knack for making 
things easy, e�cient and cost e�ective in any growing environment and this 
product de�nitely wears its name well. The nutrient blend in Jack’s Outdoor is 
potentially acidic and designed to keep your pH in the desired range for optimum 
nutrient uptake. Plus, we’ve perfected the N:K2O ratio as well as added a kick on 
Mg and S to hit the right balance so that your plants can thrive in the outdoor 
sunlight rich environment. Get ready to see �elds of happy plants!

Product # 79141 1kg/6 Per Case • Product # 79140 25 lb Bag 


